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Abstract 

The European regulation on Advanced Therapies (ATMPs, i.e. Cell-based medicinal 

products, tissue-engineered products and gene therapy medicinal products) forms part 

of the European project of breaking down barriers and allowing free trade and 

movement of products. In this, the central role of academic institutions as drivers not 

just of the development but also of the manufacture of ATMP is often overlooked. Many 

products may only reach clinical application by relying exclusively on academic facilities. 

Compliance with industrial standards in an inherently non-industrial environment creates 

particular financial, managerial and cultural pressures. At the same time, ATMP relying 

on a highly individualized, labour-intensive therapeutic approach challenge established 

concepts of regulating medicines innovation. 

We briefly describe the systemic features and strategic role of academic institutions in 

ATMP development and conclude by charting potential partnering strategies with 

Industry.  
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Introduction 

Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMP) are medicinal products for human use, 

based on gene therapy, somatic cell therapy or tissue engineering. A rapidly growing 

area in translational research, these products represent the „next generation‟ of complex 

medicines for complex diseases. The established model of innovation governance in 

medicines assumes that novel ideas and treatments are often first pioneered in 

Academia and later developed by Industry. Here, we will argue that this model may not 

apply to some ATMP and consider the regulatory strategies in Europe to address this 

issue. We will first consider the respective position of the public and private sector on 

ATMP development, then discuss some regulatory provisions that might be viewed as 

facilitators of academic ATMP development and finally chart ways academic ATMP 

development is currently being pursued.  

ATMP development: Industry or Academia?  

a) Applicable to Academia?  

Regulation (EC) No 1394/2007 has been designed to ensure the free movement of 

ATMP within the European Union (EU), to facilitate their access to the EU market and to 

foster the competitiveness of European pharmaceutical companies in the field, while 

guaranteeing the highest level of health protection for patients. The Regulation 

amended the Medicines Directive 2001/83/EC and also established the Committee on 

Advanced Therapies (CAT) at the European Medicines Agency (EMA).  

The scope of the regulation is „to regulate advanced therapy medicinal products which 

are intended to be placed on the market in Member States and either prepared 

industrially or manufactured by a method involving an industrial process, in accordance 

with the general scope of the Community pharmaceutical legislation laid down in Title II 

of Directive 2001/83/EC”. If an ATMP is not „prepared industrially or manufactured by a 

method involving an industrial process‟, and not intended to be „placed on the market‟ it 

is out of the scope of the ATMP Regulation. This has lead some practitioners to assume 

that the academic and hospitals sector is exempt from regulatory requirements. 

However, this is a misconception: The regulatory framework generally assumes that 

patients can only be treated with either Medicinal Products or Investigational Medicinal 

Products – to which largely the same manufacturing requirements apply.  
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b) Industry engagement in ATMP  

It has been observed that for many ATMP products, especially cell-based and patient-

specific treatments, the pharmaceutical industry has limited interest in playing its „usual‟ 

role of financing development and of acting as a sponsor in clinical trials.  

Several reasons can be suggested. We can differentiate between at least three 

„economic‟ and three „cultural‟ reasons:    

Economic  

1) Intellectual Property. Since ATMP are often not based on a „simple‟ cause-effect 

model, the intellectual property landscape is often more complicated with these 

products, making it difficult to ringfence intellectual property, establish freedom to 

operate and anticipate the effects of competition.  

2) Orphan. Many current ATMP, especially in gene therapy are applicable for rare or 

orphan indications. While it is now established that orphan drug status in itself is no 

bar to profitability, the challenge with developing and finding politically acceptable 

reimbursement for such products remain (1). 

3) Scaleability. Even if ATMP are potentially applicable to a large patient population, 

their cost and complexity often render it impossible to conduct trials on a large 

patient population – which is traditionally the specialist expertise that industry brings 

to the table in translational research. The high cost effort per treatment also yields 

uncertainties about effective reimbursement (2).  

Cultural  

1) Complexity. Many ATMP are manufactured differently from mainstream medicines, 

requiring investment into new expertise. Cell therapy products often do not have a 

clearly defined mechanism of action, gene therapy presents unique challenges of 

long-term systemic effects, and tissue engineering targets a complex interface of 

material science and biology. The selection, enrichment or genetic modification of 

cells and tissues often enhances their sensitivity the effect of which cannot be 

replicated in vitro.  

2) Surgical. Many ATMP are seen to be more closely related to transplantation, an 

area that does not interface much with established industrial R&D.   

3) Transferability. Many ATMP require very specialized, tacit clinical expertise that 

cannot easily be transferred. Cell populations are necessarily heterogeneous and 

dynamic and purification protocols as they are applied in „established‟ biotechnology 

may actually prove detrimental to the efficacy of the final product. 
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We do not mean to suggest that ATMP are not attractive for industrial development. 

Other factors play a role (3) and in fact, the industry sector using ATMP is increasing 

markedly (4). However, the above considerations suggest that there are a number of 

factors that may militate against ATMP development in the private sector and 

complicate technology transfer from the public sector.  

c) Academic engagement with ATMP 

It follows from the above that academic facilities are an important source for the 

development of ATMPs. Not only do they participate in the translation of pre-clinical 

academic research into GMP, but some products may only reach clinical application by 

relying exclusively on academic facilities. A number of „hidden‟ ATMP have been 

manufactured for clinical and development use without marketing authorisation (5). 

Although these parameters are changing, financing for tissue engineering (6) and cell 

therapy (7) has been largely based on public sector funding.  

Regulatory ‘assistance’ for academic ATMP development? 

Given the particular role of Academia and hospitals in ATMP development, are there any 

legal provisions that facilitate their contribution?   

a) Fee reduction 

Specific incentives for small and medium sized enterprises (SME) exist in the ATMP area. 

(SME are defined as per Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC4: staff headcount 

<250 and balance sheet total ≤ € 43 million). In recognition of the particular scientific 

novelty raised with many ATMP, all parties receive a 65% fee reduction on scientific 

advice from the EMA. SME (and not Academia) are eligible for a 90% fee reduction. 

(The fee payable for a marketing authorisation and fees charged by the EMA for post 

authorisation activities during the first year thereafter are reduced by 50%, if the 

applicant is an SME or a hospital and can prove that there is a particular public health 

interest in the Community in the ATMP – but this applies only during the transitional 

period ending Dec.30th 2011.)  

b) The ‘Certification’  

A new certification system aims at giving SMEs an incentive to develop ATMPs. Under 

this scheme, the Regulator can „certify‟ data as being of sufficiently high quality for 

regulatory consideration. It is expected that innovators will then be able to raise capital 

for further R&D. The scope of the evaluation is to certify that each submitted study 

complies with the relevant scientific and technical requirement set out in the Annex I to 
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Directive 2001/83/EC and adequately follows state-of-the-art scientific standards and 

guidelines. The relevant provisions have been laid out in Commission Regulation (EC) 

No 668/2009 in which Article 2 1(e) and (f) define the minimum quality and non-clinical 

data in the certification application. EMA is further tasked with preparing the scientific 

guidelines (Art 5). The certification procedure is independent from a future marketing 

application, but may facilitate the evaluation of any future applications based on the 

same data. The certification procedure covers only a scientific evaluation of 

experimental data (quality/non-clinical) already generated. Whether such a certification 

scheme will prove a worthwhile investment for innovators remains to be seen. 

Astonishingly though, this mechanism is not accessible for Academia.  

c) The ‘Hospitals Exemption’ 

Under Article 3 (7) of 2001/83/EC, there is an exemption from central authorisation for 

ATMPs which are prepared on a non-routine basis and used within the same Member 

State in a hospital in accordance with a medical prescription for an individual patient. 

Member States are requested to lay down rules for authorising these products by the 

national Competent Authority whilst at the same time ensuring that relevant Community 

rules related to quality and safety are not undermined. (While searching for „exemptions‟ 

to the process of marketing authorisation Art.5.1 of the Medicines Directive also applies 

to ATMP and may well be the preferable route).   

It is correct to assert that this “exemption was included in the Regulation in recognition 

of the small scale and developmental nature of activity carried out in some hospitals, 

which argued for a degree of flexibility over the nature of regulatory requirements” (8). 

However, it is uncertain how much the exemption can actually be relied on for 

„development‟.  Whether this provision is useful and applicable will depend not only on 

the circumstances of the individual case but also on the extent to which the Member 

State has recognised and interpreted the provision. Similar to „compassionate use‟ cases 

(9), there appears to be considerable heterogeneity in the approach to these cases 

across Europe.  

Academic ATMP Landscape 

What are the constituent features of the Academic ATMP Landscape?  

a) Academic GMP Facilities 

Given that, for reasons outlined above, the manufacturing burden shifts to Academia in 

ATMP, the sector has needed to develop new infrastructures to cope with this demand: 

Substantial investment has been earmarked to bring university and hospital facilities to 
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the required level. Many approaches have been taken in building, financing and 

maintaining academic GMP facilities: some facilities are entirely university-based, others 

are funded by external resources. Some function in combination with non-profit 

partners, others have been build with public funds and then been leased to Industry.  

A growth in Academic GMP facilities has been observed in some Member States (10), 

however, a conceptual view on how many facilities may be needed is lacking, and it is 

unknown what formula should be used to define the optimal number, size and degree of 

organization.  

In the transition to licensed medical products, the huge financial investments needed for 

the compliance with „industrial‟ standards remain with the academic institutions. 

Academic GMP facilities are requested to comply with industrial manufacturing standards 

in an inherently non-industrial environment. GMP knowledge is sparse in Academia; it 

has traditionally resided in pharmacy and recently grown in transfusion medicine as this 

field became more regulated.  

b) Academic cooperation 

A higher probability of success may lie with broader network structures involving 

academic institutions, industry and national authorities interacting in a consolidated 

manner, and in joint efforts to promote translational research in the EU. In 2002, the 

European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructure (ESFRI), which represents the 

Member States‟ research ministries and the European Commission, endorsed large 

research infrastructures for this purpose (11). The European Advanced Translational 

Research Infrastructure in Medicine (EATRIS), with translational centres to be 

established for research from „bench to bedside“ and also a flow of information from 

„bedside to bench“, is currently approaching its implementation phase, and is planning 

to be operational in 2015 (12). This highlights the timeline and the financial and logistic 

effort needed, clearly beyond the capacities of purely academic network structures. 

Smaller networks focus on an assessment of existing academic GMP facilities in Europe, 

and on their perception of Regulation 1394/2007/EC and the consequences on 

Academia (13). There are also a number of collaborative national and regional networks 

and a thematic „ATMP arm‟ in scientific societies such as in the Joint Accreditation 

Committee by the European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) and 

the International Society for Cellular Therapy (ISCT). These efforts may help to establish 

platform for consolidation, networking and sharing of best practice. 
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Some European research institutions have begun to network available GMP facilities at 

an EU level. The idea is to promote academic-led "first-in-man" gene therapy trials by 

linking the available expertise, GMP production facilities and human skills, with the aim 

of providing a proof of efficacyfor a range of technologies. At this point, the technology 

could be transferred to the private sector which would then take over further 

development taking advantage of academic knowledge and know-how (14). However, 

the extent of this effort is underestimated, and the capacities in Academia to handle this 

must be put into question.  

c) Partnering Strategies  

Ultimately, it seems improbable that ATMP development can be conducted in the 

academic sector exclusively. Instead, new partnering frameworks could emerge that rely 

on the instruments mentioned above, and play to the respective strengths of the 

partners. Some of the „old models‟ will need adjusting: While traditionally Industry 

brought regulatory compliance expertise to medicines development, it currently seems 

that industry partners from a biopharmaceuticals perspective tend to introduce 

unwarranted delays by lacking the appreciation that some ATMP will remain 

heterogeneous (whereas this appreciation is affirmed by regulators, at least in rhetoric).  

The delay of some clinical trials has been attributed to the outsourcing of manufacture 

to independent companies.   

A proportionate regulatory framework will by necessity involve the voices and 

perspectives of patients (15), and the academic and hospital sector are arguably better 

positioned than Industry to establish such dialogues and partnerships. As long as the 

public collaborators manage to hold on to their identity as representatives of a broader 

stakeholder community, such relationships present an opportunity for more 

involvement, feedback, and transparency. Partnering strategies may also involve a more 

localised approach to therapy delivery, focussing on centres of excellence rather than 

global generic rollout. The last two decades have seen a marked increase in the 

assertiveness of academic bodies as commercial protagonists – in stark extrapolation of 

developments observed in biotech, it seems likely that if the Academy fails to find 

commercial partners it may simply create them as dependent satellites.    

Conclusions 

It has been suggested that the regulatory regime for ATMP overall is inappropriate and 

potentially damaging to innovation (16,17), on the other hand it can be argued that the 

reasons Industry is reluctant to get involved in ATMP rest not with the regulatory 

regime, but with the scientific evidence base (18). Certainly, tentative evidence 
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regarding the promise of some ATMP is not lacking. The number of small-scale 

exploratory studies using cell and gene therapy approaches is by now very considerable. 

What we fail to see is the widespread attempt towards „proper‟ validation through larger 

scale trials. It may be that this aspiration is unwarranted: perhaps the most effective 

transition out of the „gap‟ is by avoiding the well travelled road of escalating phases of 

clinical trials with escalating costs and a growing Industry involvement. Instead, local 

practice under „hospitals exemption‟ or protracted trials may present an alternative to 

seeking the holy grail of marketing authorisation. This does not mean that such regimes 

need be unprofitable or closed to Industry participation. However, successful business 

models will need to integrate the academic and hospitals roots of the product in the 

value creation.  
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